
I tend to spend much of the winter underground, searching disused tunnels, 
mines, ice-houses and the like for hibernating bats, as part of a national  
bat monitoring scheme. Along the way one can’t help noticing other 
underground life.

A few brick tunnels in deepest West Sussex have been monitored since 1969, 
and I first went there in the mid-1970s. A couple of years ago, I noticed a 
bristletail that I didn’t think I had seen before. Bristletails are a small group 
of primitive insects (although these days they are regarded as somewhat 
different from true insects), the most familiar of which is the silver fish or fire-
brat. This species (Trigoniophthalmus alternatus) turned out to be one that, 
as far as I could establish, and advice from specialists confirmed, was only 
known from the entrance zone to a few caves in Devon, one site in Wales and 
one in County Cork. We found it in two of our West Sussex sites and then I 
found it at Newhaven Fort. These beasts are rather fragile, can’t fly and don’t 
travel well, so how they dispersed to such places is a mystery. I have to admit 
that subsequently one of the specialists found a paper from 1962 describing 
the behaviour of this species from observations of animals in the chalk pit 
at Offham and by Lewes Golf Course. But the author said that a year later, 
despite diligent searching, he couldn’t find it again. I, too, have searched the 
chalk pit (but not the golf course), and can’t find it, even in the tunnels that 
go under the road from the pub (as was), which were used to take the chalk 
down to the river.

One of our sites is in Chailey and is a pretty recent construction. It already 
attracts a lot of wintering insects and spiders, but we were intrigued to find a 
strange looking ‘worm’, about 50mm long and dark with a lime green stripe 
down its back. It was wrapped around quite a large spider and appeared to be 
drinking its contents. A photograph sent to a former colleague at the British 
Museum didn’t prove identifiable, so I rushed back to the site, to find only 
an empty spider – our worm had moved on. However, we did find another 
later in the winter and it proved to be a land planarian, or flatworm – a sort of 
distant relation of leeches. I had wondered about leeches or planarians, but 
the only literature I have is on aquatic species and this didn’t seem like any 
of them. It was established that this species, Caenoplana bicolor, originates 
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from Australia and has only recently been recorded on this side of the world, 
but has already been found in several places in the UK, as well as in France and 
Spain. The museum specialist maintains a small colony as pets, which he feeds 
with woodlice. Again, how did this find its way to establish itself in a bat cave 
in Chailey? And if that is a favoured habitat, why haven’t we seen it elsewhere? 
There are some remarkable videos of such beasts on YouTube.

We also find things that are clearly capable of flying to such places, such as 
moths and butterflies. Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell butterflies are common, 
and by far the most common and widespread is the Herald Moth. Another moth 
we have been finding lately is the splendidly named Bloxworth Snout, until very 
recently considered a great rarity and partial migrant in Britain and more or less 
restricted to coastal areas. We have been finding it much more widespread, but 
still scarce, although the local moth people are now monitoring it at Newhaven 
Fort and found about 16 on one visit this winter (while we found but one bat!). 

A third moth species, Tissue Moth (‘bless you’!), has always been much more 
regular and widespread than the snout, and I never thought much about it or 
reported it, on the assumption that it was equally common and widespread 
outside ‘caves’. But one record reached the Sussex moth recorder, who was 
outraged that we had not been recording it since he only had about three 
records for Sussex! Indeed these days it is much more rarely recorded than the 
snout. Of course, now we are aware of the interest and ready to record it, we’ve 
hardly found any this winter.
Tony Hutson


